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VisualăcultureăinăcommunistăAlbania:ă
PhotographyăandăPhotographersăatătheătimeăă
ofătheăStockmann-Sokoliăexpeditionă(19ő7)ă
GillesădeăRapperă(Aix-en-Provence)ă
ă
ă
Apartăfromăethnomusicologicalădataăandăobservations,ătheăStockmann-Sokoliăexpeditionăofă
summeră 19ő7ă leftă whată mightă beă calledă by-products.1ăOneă ofă themă isă theă collectionă ofă
photographsă takenăbeforeăandăduringă theăethnomusicologistsʼă tripă inăSouthernăAlbaniaăbyă
WilfriedăFiedler,ătheălinguistăofătheăteam.2ăThisăsetăofăseveralăhundredăphotographsăinăcoloură
andăblack-and-whiteă isăaăvaluableă testimonyăofă theăkindăofă imagesăofăcommunistăAlbaniaă
thată wereă emergingă ată thată time.ă Ită isă interestingă toă lookă ată themă ină theă contextă ofă theiră
production,ănotăonlyăbecauseătheyădocumentătheăsituationăofătheăcountryăinătheăsecondăhalfă
ofătheă19ő0să(weăwillăseeăthatătheyăcanăbarelyăbeăusedăforăthatăpurpose),ăbutăbecauseătheyă
formă aă photographică recordă ofă aă kindă thată willă notă liveă longă afteră theă deteriorationă ofă
relationsă withă theă Sovietă Union.ă Ită isă alsoă ană opportunityă toă reflectă onă theă differenceă
betweenă thisă outsideră andă individuală gaze,ă andă thoseăproposedă ată theă sameă timeăbyă locală
photographers.ăTheăactivityăofăforeignăphotographers,ămuchălessănoticeableăafterătheăbreakă
withătheăSovietăUnionăină1961,ăisăthusăanăopportunityătoăcompareătheădifferentăgazesăandătoă
highlightătheăspecificitiesăofătheălocalăproduction.ăThisăisănotătrivial,ăgivenătheăfactăthatătheă
visuală cultureă ofă communistă Albaniaă hasă receivedă littleă attentionă apartă fromă theă mostă
spectaculară aspectsă ofă theă falsificationă ofă photographsă andă theă cultă ofă personality.3ăTheă
situationăofătheă1970săandă1980s,ămoreover,ăisăbetterăknownăthanăthatăofăearlierăperiodsăbothă
becauseăofă theănumberăofă survivingăwitnessesă andăofă theă sheeră scaleăofă theăphotographică
productionăofătheseălaterădecades.ăYetătheă19ő0săsawătheăintroductionăofăaănumberăofăinstitu-
tionsăthatăplayedăaăkeyăroleăinătheădevelopmentăofăAlbanianăphotographyăandăinăitsăuses.ăForă
allătheseăreasons,ăinăwhatăfollowsăIătakeăasăaăpretextătheăphotographicăcollectionăofăWilfriedă
Fiedler,ă ină itsă contentă andă ină itsă conditionsă ofă production,ă toă analyseă theă situationă ofă
Albanianăphotographyăină19ő7.ăForăthis,ăIăbeginăbyăpresentingătheăcollectionăandăitsăcontext,ă
i.e.ă Albaniaă andă itsă relationsăwithă theă Communistă worldă beforeă 1961.ă Iă thenă turnă toă theă
situationăofă contemporaryăAlbanianăphotographyă toăhighlightă theă specificitiesăofăWilfriedă
Fiedlerʼsă photographsă andă dwellă onă aă determiningă criterion:ă colour.ă Iă concludeă withă
considerationsăonăphotographyăandămodernity.ăă
ă                                       
1ăă IăwouldălikeătoăthankăAnouckăDurandăforăherăcommentsăonăanăearlierăversionăofăthisăpaper.ă
2ăă Apartă fromă Fiedleră ită seemsă thată alsoă Erichă Stockmannă andă ată leastă oneă Albaniană participantă hadă
camerasăasăwell.ăKyritzătheătechnicianăinsteadăboughtăpostcardsăasăsouvenirs.ă
3ă See,ăhowever,ăVORPSIă201Őăonătheăimageăofăwomenăinătheăofficialăpress.ăSeeăalsoăDURANDă201Ő;ăDEă
RAPPERăandăDURANDă2011a,ă2012.ă
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1. A photographic record of 1957 Albania? 
MyăanalysisăisăbasedăonălittleămoreăthanăeightyăphotographsămadeăavailableăbyăWilfriedăFiedler.ă
Theyă representă onlyă aă smallă portionă ofă theă 63őă photographsă takenă duringă hisă threeă tripsă ină
Albaniaă betweenă 19ő6ă andă 19ő9ă (ină winteră 19ő6–19ő7,ă summeră 19ő7ă andă summeră 19ő9).ă
Theseăareădividedăintoă389ăcolourăphotographsămadeăonăAgfacolorfilms,ăandă2Ő6ăblack-and-
whiteăphotographsăonăAgfaăIsopanăF/Rapid.ăWilfriedăFiedlerăhadăaăPrakticaăcamera,ăanăEast-
Germană productă thată wasă toă beă largelyă usedă byă Albaniană photographersă ină theă followingă
decades,ăbutăheădoesănotărememberăifăheăhadăusedătwoăcameras,ăoneăforăblack-and-whiteăandă
oneăforăcolour,ăorăifăheăwouldăalternateăblack-and-whiteăandăcolourăfilmsăinăaăsingleăcamera.ŐăAă
colourăphotographăshowingăhimăholdingăaăcameraăaroundăhisăneck,ă ină theă summerăofă19ő7,ă
suggestsăhoweverăthatăheăusedătwoăcameras,ăatăleastăduringătheăexpeditionăitself. Heăbroughtăhisă
ownăfilmsăfromăGermanyăandăwouldădevelopăthemăonăhisăreturn.ăNeitherătheăsupplyăofăfilms,ă
letăaloneăcolourăfilm,ăorălaboratoryăworkăseemedăsafeăenoughătoăhimăinăAlbania.ăContactsăwithă
localăphotographersăwereăinăthisăwayălimited.ăByătheăendăofă19ő6,ăduringăaăpreparatoryătwo-
monthăstay,ăheăneverthelessămetăaăjournalistăfromăTirana,ăaăphotographyăenthusiast,ăPiroăNaçeă
(1928–2006).őăTheălatterăwasăinăchargeăofăaccompanyingăhimăthroughăAlbania,ăaătaskăthatăwasă
frequentlyă entrustedă toă himă becauseă ofă hisă knowledgeă ofă Slavică languagesă (heă studiedă
journalismă ină Zagrebă andă ină Pragueă afteră 19Ő8).ă Ată thată time,ăWilfriedă Fiedleră spokeă onlyă
fragmentaryăAlbanian,ăwhileăheăwasăfluentăinăCzech.ăPiroăNaçeăhadăbroughtăbackăfromăhisăstayă
ină Czechoslovakiaă aă Rolleiflexă cameraă withă whichă heă madeă photographsă ofă theiră trip. 6ă
Unfortunately,ătheseăwereănotămadeăavailableătoăme.ăInătheăfollowingăyears,ăPiroăNaçeăhasăbeenă
recognizedăasăaăphotographerăandălaterăasăaăhistorianăofăphotography.ăă
Despiteătheăscientificămissionăentrustedătoăhimăandătheăfactăthatăheăwasăaămemberăofătheă
InstitutăfürădeutscheăVolkskundeăinăBerlin,ăWilfriedăFiedlerătookăphotographsăforăhisăownă
account.ăNoăone,ăheăsays,ăhadăaskedăhimătoătakeăpictures.ăHisăcollectionăisăthusătheăresultăofă
aăpersonalăinitiativeăandăreflectsătheăinterestsăandătasteăofăhisăauthor,ăwhileămostăofătheălocală
photographică productionă consistedă alreadyă ofă commissionedă photography.ă Thisă relativeă
freedomăvis-à-visăhisăemployerădoesănotămeanăheăcouldăphotographăeverything.ăDuringăhisă
tripă ină winteră 19ő6–19ő7ă asă duringă theă expeditionă ină summeră 19ő7,ă heă wasă alwaysă
accompaniedăandă theă teamăhadă limitedăaccessă toăsensitiveăareas,ăespeciallyă toă theăborder-
landsăwithăGreece.7ăRecognizingătheseălimitations,ăheăavoidedătakingăphotographsăthatămayă
beă consideredă asă inappropriateă ină theă contextă ofă theă expedition.ăHeă succeededă toă doă thisă
withăatăleastătwoăexceptions:ăinăoneăcaseăheăcapturedăaăborderăguardăwithăhisăshepherdădogă
patrollingăonăaăboatăonăLakeăButrintiăinătheăborderăareaăwithăGreece,ăinăanotherăoccasionăheă
photographedăaăRomaămarriageăinăTirana.ăForătheălatterăheăwasăarrestedăandăquestionedăbyă
theăpolice.8ăAltogether,ăhisăpracticeăcanăbeăseenăasătheăresultăofăaăcomplexăsetăofăexpecta-
tionsăandălimitations,ăbothăpersonalăandăinstitutional.ă
                                       
Őăă WilfriedăFiedler,ăpersonalăcommunication,ăTirana,ăOctoberă2013.ă
őăă seeăFIEDLERăthisăvolume.ă
6ă InterviewăwithăRobertăNaçe,ăTirana,ăOctoberă2013.ă
7ă PISTRICKă200ő:ăő0.ă
8ăă Ită isănotăentirelyăclearăthată theseăphotographsăwereătakenăduringă theăexpeditionăofă19ő7,ătheyăcouldăhaveă
beenăshotăalsoăduringăFiedler'săpreparatoryăstayăinăWinteră19ő6.ăWilfriedăFiedler,ăpersonalăcommunication,ă
Tirana,ăOctoberă2013.ă
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Lookingăatătheăcontentăofătheăcollection,ăallătheăimagesăthatăweăknowăcanăbeădividedăintoă
severală categoriesă accordingă toă theiră themesă andă motifs.ă Someă photographsă reflectă theă
scientificăobjectiveăofă theăexpedition,ăbută theyădoănotăseemătoăhaveăbeenă takenăsystemati-
cally:ă Wilfriedă Fiedleră photographsă musicală instruments,ă musiciansă andă singers.ă Moreă
broadly,ă heă isă interestedă ină „ethnographyˮă understoodă asă „materială culture”ă andă photo-
graphsă foră instanceă theă traditională activitiesă ofă spinning,ă weavingă oră theă manufactureă ofă
agriculturalătools,ăwhetherăobservedăbyăchanceăorăbeingăstagedăforătheăexpeditionă(asăsug-
gestedăbyătheăinstallationăofăaăloomăinăaăfarmyardăandătheăcuriosityăităarouses).ă
ImageăŐ:ăAăloomăinăaăfarmyardănearăKoplikă(?),ăNorthăAlbania,ăonătheăright:ăradioăjournalistăUrsulaă
Enderleă(photoăbyăWilfriedăFiedler,ăWinteră19ő6/19ő7).ă
source:ăPrivateăcollectionăWilfriedăFiedleră
TraditionalăcostumesăoccupyăaălargeăplaceăandăWilfriedăFiedlerătakesăadvantageăofăhisăcol-
oură filmsă toă renderă theiră richness.ăAgain,ă someă ofă theă photographsă appeară toă haveă beenă
takenă fromă lifeă onă theă streetă andă markets,ă whileă othersă areă staged,ă perhapsă duringă aă
performance.ăTraditionalăarchitectureăalsoăholdsăhisăattention,ăwhetherăcivilăorăreligious.9ăă
9ă Theseăimagesădoănotăexhaustătheăphotographicădocumentationăofătheăexpeditionăitself:ăseveralăphotographsă
probablyă byă theă Albaniană membersă ofă theă expeditionsă areă keptă ină IAKSA,ă Qendraă eă Studimeveă
AlbanologjikeăinăTirana.ăOnătheăotherăhand,ătheăcollectionăofăErichăStockmann,ăleaderăofătheăexpedition,ăisă
preservedăatăBerlinăPhonogram-Archive,ăStaatlicheăMuseenăzuăBerlin,ăPrussianăCulturalăHeritage.ă
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WilfriedăFiedlerʼsăcollectionăalsoăoffersăanăoriginalălookăofătheăexpeditionăitself:ăitădocu-
mentsă theăconditionsăofă travelăandăworkăofă theă teamămembers.ăSeveralăphotographsăwereă
takenăonătheăroadăduringăstopsăorăencounters.ăOthersăshowătheămembersăofătheăexpeditionăată
rest,ăduringămomentsăthatăevokeăholidaysăbyătheăseaăorăinătheămountains.ăTheyăremindăusă
thată Albaniaă wasă then,ă ină theă communistă world,ă aă touristă destination.ă Itsă climateă andă
Mediterraneanălandscapes,ăasăwellăasătheăexoticismăofăitsăOttomanăpastăandăitsăpositionăasăaă
ruralăcountryăremainingălargelyăonătheămarginsăofămodernity,ăwereăanăattractionăforăvisitorsă
fromăNorthernăEurope.ăSomeăreportsăforătheăsummerăofă19ő7ăindicateătheăpresenceăofăSo-
vietă touristsă inăDurrës,ăofă course,ăbută alsoăofăEastăGerman,ăCzech,ăHungarianăandăPolishă
ones.10ăItăisăină19ő8ăthatăaăcampăforăEastăGermanăyouthăopenedăitsădoorsăinăDurrës.ăItăwasă
closedădownăonlyăafterătheăsummerăseasonăofă1961.11ăAllătheseătouristsătookăpicturesăonătheă
beach,ăbutăwereăcloselyămonitoredăbyă theăpolice.12ăInă thisăsenseăWilfriedăFiedlerʼsăphotosă
attestătheăsituationăofăAlbaniaăwithinătheăcommunistăworldăinătheălateă19ő0săasăaădestinationă
forătravellersăandătourists.ă
TwoăotherăgenresămakeăWilfriedăFiedlerʼsăcollectionăcloseătoătouristăphotography.ăStreetă
scenes,ă especiallyă onă aă marketă day,ă areă frequent.ă Lessă directlyă orientedă towardsă photo-
graphică documentationă thană ethnographică photographs,ă theyă probablyă intendedă toă repro-
duceă aă particulară moodă oră atmosphere.13ăWhată isă striking,ă ină additionă toă theă interestă ină
traditionalămeansăofătransportă(includingăoxcarts),ăisătheăpresenceăofădisorderlyăgatherings:ă
menăandăwomenă throngedă theămarketsăoră throughă theă streetsă ină imagesă thatăcontrastăwithă
thoseăpublishedăatătheăsameătimeăinăAlbania.ăInătheălatter,ăinăfact,ătheăpublicăspaceăisăshownă
forăitsăorderlinessăandălimitedăsilhouettesăofăpedestriansăareătheăonlyăhumanăelement.ăWhată
interestsăWilfriedăFiedleră isănotă theăstagingăofăaămodernăandăorderlyăpublicăspace,ăbută theă
presenceăofătheăpeasantăworldăinătheăheartăofăcities.ăInăfact,ăcontemporaryăbooksăstillăadver-
tiseătheăpicturesqueămarketsăandăneighbourhoodsăoccupiedăbyăartisansăasăplacesătoăbeăvis-
ited.1ŐăInămostăcities,ătheyădisappearăinătheă1960săasăpartăofătheăprocessăofăurbanizationăandă
industrialization:ătheyăareăseenăatătheăsameătimeăasăorientalăandăasăcompetingăwithătheăstateă
organisationăofătrade.ă
Landscapesă areă alsoă common.ă Someă haveă ană obviousă documentaryă purpose,ă asăwhenă
theyăsetăaăvillageăorătownăinătheirăenvironment;ăothersăareămoreăovertlyălinkedătoăemotion,ă
asăinătheăcaseăofăpicturesătakenăatădawnăorădusk,ăorăthatăofătheăIonianăcoast.ăă
Finally,ăWilfriedăFiedlerămadeăportraits.ăTwoăclose-ups,ăoneăofăanăelderlyăwomanăgivenă
ină silhouetteă ină blackă clothesă onă theăwhiteăwallă ofă aă house,ă theă otheră ofă aă beggarăwithă aă
turbanăsittingăagainstăaăwallăareăremarkableăinăthisărespect.ăTheyăareăradicallyădifferentăfromă
theămostăcommonăportraitsăofătheăera,ăwhichăputătheăstress,ăonătheăcontrary,ăonăyouth,ăopti-
mismăandăjoie de vivre.ăă
10ăăNGJELAă2011:ă207.ă
11ăăVELOă200ő:ă81–82.ă
12ăăTUNGERă2000:ăőŐăforătheăyeară19ő9.ă
13ăăOnă theă distinctionă betweenă photographică documentationă andă documentaryă photography,ă seeă LUGONă
2011.ă
1ŐăăSeeătheăbooksăbyăKIESLINGă19ő8ăandăDEăJOUVENELă19ő8ădiscussedăbelow.ă
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ImageăőăBeggarăonătheăstreetsăofăTirana (photo bă y Wă ilfried Fă iedler,ăWinteră19ő6/19ő7).
source:ăPrivateăcollectionăWilfriedăFiedleră
Ină itsă themesă andă ină itsă choices,ă Wilfriedă Fiedlerʼsă collectionă isă notă aă uniqueă case.ă Ită
presentsăanăimageăofăAlbaniaăinătheă19ő0săthatăcanăbeăfoundămoreăorălessăinătheăworksăofă
otheră travellersă andă photographers.1őăUntilă theă endă ofă thisă decade,ă ină fact,ă goodă relationsă
betweenăAlbaniaă andă theăSovietăUnionă andă theăCommunistăworldă inăgenerală allowedă theă
arrivalăofătouristsăandăvisitors,ăjournalistsăandăphotographersăfromăabroad.ăTheăfirstăfifteenă
yearsăofăcommunistăAlbaniaăareăthusăinăcontinuityăwithătheăperiodăbetweenătheătwoăworldă
wars,ăwhichăsawăaămajorăphotographicăproductionăonăAlbania.ăTheăcaseăofăBranimirăGušićă
(1901–197ő)ă isă exemplaryă ină thisă regard.ă Thisă doctoră fromă Zagreb,ă mountaineeringă andă
geographyă enthusiast,ă travelledă toăAlbaniaă beforeăWorldăWară IIă andă againă ină 19Ő7.ă Theă
breakdownăofărelationsăbetweenăAlbaniaăandăYugoslaviaăină19Ő8ăinterruptedăhisătravelsăandă
thoseă ofă otheră Yugoslavă travellers.ă Heă leavesă fromă hisă lastă tripă aă photographică recordă
consistingămostlyăofă landscapesăandăphotographsăofă traditională architecture16.ăTheăhumană
elementăhoweveră isăpoorlyărepresented,ă theăstreetsăareădesertedăandălandscapesăshowăonlyă
fewăsilhouettes,ăwhatădistinguishesăthisăcollectionăfromăWilfriedăFiedlerʼs.ăă
1őăăSeeăforăexampleătheăvisualăimageryăprovidedăinăSeligerădiscussedăbyăLudwigăthisăvolume.ă
16ă 110ă photographsă fromă theă collectionă areă availableă onă http://www.albanianphotography.net/gusic/ă
(10.11.201Ő).ă
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Whatăunitesăthemănevertheless,ăisătheăinvisibilityăofăcommunistăpower:ăină19Ő7,ănoăevi-
denceăsuggestsătheătakeoverăbyătheăCommunistsăinăBranimirăGušićʼsăphotographs.ăInă19ő6–
19ő7,ătheyăareăstillămissingăinătheăimagesătakenăbyăWilfriedăFiedler:ăoneăcanăbarelyăsee,ăată
theăcornerăofăanăimage,ătheăbottomăofăanăofficialăportrait,ăaăbadgeăonătheălapelăofăaăjacketăoră
aăsloganăonătheăAlbanian–Sovietăfriendshipăpaintedăonătheăwallăofăaăhouse.ăă
Imageă6:ăWilfriedăFiedlerăposingăwithăhisăcameraăinăfrontăofăaăhouseăwithătheăslogană„Friendshipăwithă
theă Sovietă Unionˮ,ă Xarra,ă Çamëriaă (photoă byă aă memberă ofă theă Stockmann-Sokoliă expeditionă
3.7.19ő7)ă
source:ăPrivateăcollectionăWilfriedăFiedleră
Both photographers were acting as private observers, unwilling to give a political message. 
Again, this is in sharp contrast with local photographers, even with those who are not di-
rectly involved in propaganda or press photography, who are largely documenting the 
political changes, either in 1947 or in 1957. One can ask if this corresponds to the 
unwillingness of the expedition to record – despite the insistence of the Albanian colleagues 
– songs of the „New Folklore“ praising Enver and his party.17 
The case is different with other photographers more directly involved in propaganda. In 
1959, a volume of photographs signed by Gerhard Kiesling (born 1922) is published in 
Leipzig.18 The author had been a photographer for the Neue Berliner Illustrierte magazines 
since 1949. The volume, entitled Albanien, includes 142 photographs, of which eight are in 
                                       
17 On the „New Folkloreˮ see PISTRICK 2005: 72–73. 
18 KIESLING 1958 has provided as well photographs for the GDR edition of Kurt Seligerʼs Land der 
Adlersöhne (1960), see contribution by Ludwig same volume. 
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colour. Revealingly, fourteen of them are not from the author, but primarily from the Alba-
nian Telegraphic Agency (six photographs) and from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the 
German Democratic Republic (five photographs): it is clearly an official publication, a tool 
for the promotion of tourism and ideology, and it carries a clear political message. The long 
preface, due to Ruth Walter, is a glowing overview of the achievements of the regime in 
Tirana. The meaning of the message is as follows: Albania is a traditional Mediterranean 
country undergoing rapid modernization; it is both a tourist destination and a socialist 
country. Unlike Wilfried Fiedlerʼs collection, Gerhard Kieslingʼs photographs operate on 
two registers: they picture both traditional Albania, with its popular costumes, markets and 
means of transportation, and industrial Socialist Albania, with its factories, the mechaniza-
tion of agriculture and „aksionˮ(voluntary labour) of the youth. The layout itself plays with 
this contrast by linking for instance bullock carts and buses, a minaret and a factory chim-
ney. Somehow, the valorisation of the modernization undertaken by the communists is 
inseparable from the valorisation of several traditional aspects, which are presented as 
scenic elements contributing to the tourist attraction of the country.  
The same tension between the two sides of the message appears in another book pub-
lished in the same years by Renaud de Jouvenel (1907–1982), writer and essayist close to 
the French Communist Party. Les enfants de lʼaigle (The children of the eagle), published 
in 1958 after a trip to Albania together with the photographer Jacques Kanapa (1928–
1996), is an apology for the Soviet Unionʼs influence in Albania.19 The text emphasizes the 
contrast between the poverty and oppression of the pre-war period and the freedom and 
prosperity brought by the Communists. However, the twelve photographs illustrating the 
book provide no picture of modernization: they only show markets and traditional cos-
tumes, churches and mosques, and barefoot women carrying water. Interestingly, some 
images are very similar to those taken by Wilfried Fiedler, such as the „donkeyʼs parking 
lotˮ, on a market day in Gjirokastra.  
For these travellers from the north or west of Europe, Albania is a Mediterranean coun-
try, a „Picturesque Albaniaˮ, to borrow the title of a book published in 1959 by the New 
Albania magazine and intended for foreign visitors.20 Its appeal lies in the persistence of 
traditional features that evoke both the Mediterranean (the sea and the mountains, cypress 
and olive trees, white houses) and the Orient (mosques, Orthodox churches, colourful 
markets). It is in this context and in this iconographic register that Wilfried Fiedlerʼs collec-
tion is located. At the same time, however, Albanian photographersʼ vision, as already 
suggested, was contrasting with this register; they were bringing about a new world, radi-
cally different.  
 
2. Photography and photographers in Communist Albania 
Wilfried Fiedlerʼs trips to Albania happen at a time when photography is booming, 
although following a different route compared to East Germany and other countries of the 
Soviet bloc. Relatively well established in the major cities by 1957, photography is still 
largely absent in rural areas. Some images of the Fiedler collection show the public curios-
ity aroused by the presence of the foreign photographer.                                         
19  DE JOUVENEL 1958. 
20 L'Albanie pittoresque 1959. 
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Image 7: A girl from Zadrima posing at the Shkodra cattle market, North Albania between 
24.-28.5.1957 (photo by Wilfried Fiedler) 
source: Private collection Wilfried Fiedler 
A few years later, in his account of a visit to an agricultural cooperative, the writer Jakov 
Xoxamakes fun of the reaction of farmers who saw a camera for the first time and 
compared it to “a third eye on my belly21“. Due to the state politics towards photography 
and photographers, initiated as early as 1945, things were however changing rapidly and 
photography became more and more familiar to everyone. In what follows, I present the 
main aspect of this dissemination of photography in Communist Albania. 
It is beyond the scope of this article to compare the private (or semi-private)22 and lim-
ited production of Wilfried Fiedler to the photographic production of communist Albania as 
21 Revista Ylli , March 1961: 10–11. 
22  Camera and film developing were financed by the Institut für deutsche Volkskunde. So, Fiedlers 
material basis as well as his gaze were at the same time private and official. He had to provide 
„scientific evidence and documentationˮ to his employing institution, while at the same time he used the 
camera for documenting his private interests and for documenting his astonishment about the first 
foreign country he visited. What concerns the material basis he was working with camera equipment 
and film material from the Institute however he could keep his semi-private photos for himself. Only 
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a whole. Such a comparison would have to take into account both the diverging and 
converging processes involved in the production and reception of these various set of 
photographs. For instance, Wilfried Fiedlerʼs photographs have been preserved until today, 
either as a private archive or as part of the institutional archive of the expedition. Many 
Albanian photographers on the contrary had to deliver their production to institutions that 
no longer exist today or even had to destroy their negatives. The comparison would also 
raise the question of amateur photography as opposed to professional photography. 23 
Wilfried Fiedler can be described as an amateur (he is not employed as a photographer) but 
a part of his production is commissioned and turned into photographic documentation, 
which was also the case with Albanian amateurs. A look at the Albanian photographers of 
the time and at their images allows nevertheless to highlight some features of Wilfried 
Fiedlerʼs collection as well as of Albanian photography.  
Since 1945, the authorities set up a state organization of photography that covers just 
about every need. This concerns first the field of „propagandaˮ, which includes press 
photography. The central institution here is the Albanian Telegraphic Agency (ATA), 
which has a photo lab since 1947 and has a dozen photojournalists. In 1957, it is firmly 
established as the sole news agency in Albania. It is a tool in the hands of the regime and its 
photojournalists give of Albania the picture required by the Party of Labour. Within the 
ATA as in other institutions (including ministries), photographers document the achieve-
ments of the regime in all areas, in accordance with guidance issued in 1951 on the need to 
affirm the legitimacy of the new government by showing its accomplishments, particularly 
in the field of industry.24The first manifestations of the countryʼs industrialization appear in 
the 1950s thanks to the support received from the Soviet Union: the decade saw the open-
ing of the Stalin textile factory in Yzberisht, 4 km west of Tirana, of the sugar refinery in 
Maliq and of the Lenin hydro–electric power plant in Tirana. The shape of cities changes, 
primarily that of Tirana, for example with the completion of the building of the Central 
Committee in 1956. New buildings, official buildings and residential buildings become 
recurring motifs of photographic propaganda just as the mechanization of agriculture, 
embodied by the combine harvester. While these first signs of the countryʼs modernization 
are over-represented in commissioned photography, they seem to be totally absent from 
Wilfried Fiedlerʼs collection. 
Photographers also document the activity of officials, not only for publication in the 
press but also for the establishment of archives. The Central Committee has its own photo-
graphic service that is preparing year after year photographic albums reporting the activities 
of its members: congresses, visits to factories and farms, reception of foreign delegations, 
etc. 25 Albums of 1957 cover both the visit of delegations from Bulgarian and French 
                                                                                                 
some of them were integrated into the „official selectionˮ united with the stock of Stockmannʼs photos 
in the Berlin Phonogram-Archive. This was a privilege if we consider the fact that most Albanian 
photographers had to destroy their negatives. Eckehard Pistrick, personal communication, February 
2015. 
23  Among the growing body of literature on amateur photography, see, for Eastern Europe, Crowley In: 
APOR, APOR and REES (eds.) 2008: 93–114. 
24 FUGA 2010: 54. 
25 Since December 1992, these albums are kept in the State Archive in Tirana, as part of the Archives of 
the Central Committee. 
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communist parties in January and June and the inauguration of the University of Tirana in 
September. Beyond the central institutions, photography is everywhere in the service of the 
regime. In rural areas, amateur or professional photographers, private or public, document 
the economic and political activities in their communities. They offer the new communist 
power an image of its reality, in all places and at all times: inaugurations, celebrations, 
commemorations, visits of delegations and elections are an opportunity to show the ubiq-
uity of power26. The absence of the Partyʼs power in Wilfried Fiedlerʼs photographs is all 
the more striking.  
Photography is also in the service of population control. Between 1948 and 1954 the 
first national campaign of passport photographs is organized: photographers (mostly pri-
vate) are entrusted to photograph all inhabitants aged over sixteen years, in village after 
village.27In this way, photography is imposed on to the entire population as a state techno-
logy. Several photographers working for the Ministry of Interior also document the activity 
of border guards at a time when the country is surrounded by „enemiesˮ. In 1957, in the 
region of Korça, several arrests of people trying to cross the border into Greece are docu-
mented in that manner, and their authors are photographed. These images were displayed in 
albums and public exhibitions. The free and sometimes playful character of Wilfried Fied-
lerʼs photographs must not let us forget that at the same time photography was not an inno-
cent technology: it produced images that were tools in the hands of state power.  
Outside propaganda and population control, the year 1957 saw the strengthening of 
„scientific photographyˮ, which is relevant here insofar as it also includes ethnographic 
documentation. If the first ethnographic and archaeological expeditions of the 1950s pro-
duced a photographic documentation, it is especially after the opening of the University of 
Tirana in September 1957 and the creation of his darkroom that photography becomes a 
tool for research and dissemination. We can mention here the name of Mehmet Kallfa 
(1913–1972) who, after having worked at the ATA since 1945, joined the Institute of 
Archaeology in 1957 as a photographer.  
Overall, here as elsewhere, photography is used as a modern technology serving the 
modernization of the state and the country: whether it is to provide all the inhabitants with 
an identity card, to document the industrialization of the country or to form ethnographic 
archives, photography is part of the effort to modernize life and society.28 The ambition to 
record reality for the needs of the state is itself a feature of modernity.29 In this paradigm, 
that of photography as a documentation tool, photography participates also to expand the 
“horizon du regard“30 by providing evidence of the existence of realities that are beyond 
the direct knowledge that members of local communities can have. In this case, it contrib-
utes to the unity of the state and the nation. Beyond the recording of reality, photography, 
as André Rouillé reminds us, „fabricates the worldˮ, it makes it happen.31 
                                       
26 See for example, for the 1940s and 1950s, the production of Safet Dokle in the region of Kukës (DOKLE 
2004: 20–41). 
27 On this campaign, see DE RAPPER and DURAND 2011a. 
28 It should be noted however that, contrary to what happened in the older industrial countries, 
photographic industry never existed in Albania: all photographic equipment had to be imported. 
29 LEMAGNY and ROUILLE 1986: 126. 
30 ROUILLE 2005: 100. 
31 ROUILLE 2005: 86. 
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Apart from these political or collective uses of photography, the satisfaction of individ-
ual needs (especially through family photography and souvenir photography)32  is also 
transformed by the new organization. The Communist period saw the collectivization and 
gradual and total nationalization of photographers as a professional group (they are all 
state-employed in state-run enterprises), until the disappearance of private studios that ex-
isted after World War II. The year 1957 is mid-way in this process. Collectivization began 
ten years before with the opening of the first public studios in the handicraft cooperatives; it 
ends a decade later, in 1969, with the transformation of cooperatives into state enterprises 
and the closing of the last private studios.33 In the 1950s, cooperative studios open through-
out the country, especially in small towns remained on the side-lines of the development of 
photography in the Interwar period: in Kukës in 1955,Cërrik in 1956,and in Bilisht in 1958, 
to name a few. These studios offer their services for portrait and wedding photography and 
are also responsible for covering the political, economic and cultural activities in the re-
gion. The result is an unprecedented diffusion of photography in the country. It is felt in the 
1960s with the proliferation of family albums. In the 1950s, however, inequalities in access 
to photography are still evident between Tirana and the cities of Shkodra and Korça, 
historical bases for the dissemination of photography, on the one hand, and the rest of the 
country, on the other. In 1957, the sophisticated portraits made in the famous Foto Studio 
Sporti of Refik Veseli (1926–2002) in Tirana, are in contrast to the images of rural resi-
dents taken by cooperative photographers. Uniformity and standardization of family 
photography, which are often associated with the communist period, appear only later, in 
the 1970s and 1980s.  
The 1950s finally saw the emergence of a phenomenon that is interesting to compare 
with the case of Wilfried Fiedler. Relations with the Soviet Union provided an opportunity 
for many Albanians to leave to study abroad. As we have seen with Piro Naçe, many of 
them returned with a camera they used themselves or they sold on the second-hand market: 
this was a new base for the development of amateur photography. From the mid-1950s, the 
phenomenon is growing, to the point of receiving official encouragement: starting in 1957–
1958, in Tirana, photography courses are taught in the houses of culture for young people; 
the heads of houses of culture are themselves trained in photography. From the early 1960s, 
the magazine Ylli, major illustrated magazine of the time, published advice to amateur 
photographers and organized an annual photographic competition open to amateurs.34 In 
this respect, the situation in Albania can be compared to other countries in the East as well 
as in the West, where amateur photography became popular in the 1950s. In Albania, how-
ever, the supply difficulties regarding photographic equipment and the climate of suspicion 
that hangs over amateur photographers (who are accused of taking the work of cooperative 
photographers and of making subversive photographs) hinder the further development of 
                                       
32 Picturesque souvenir photographs were circulating also among foreign tourists. In the estate of Johannes 
Kyritz, the technician of the expedition, was found a set of approximately 30 postcards which he had 
brought from the 1957 expedition. Among them are postcards printed during the Italian occupation time 
in WWII, newly printed socialist postcards but also coloured postcards dating back to the WWI period. 
Eckehard Pistrick, personal communication, February 2015. 
33 de Rapper and Durand In: PISTRICK, Eckehard, Nicola SCALDAFERRI and Gretel SCHWÖRER (eds.) 
2011b: 210–229. 
34 DURAND and DE RAPPER 2012. 
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amateur practice. The situation in this field is deteriorating in the late 1960s. To photograph 
outside the framework provided by the state is a risky business. Amateur practice is gener-
ally limited to the domestic sphere or framed by institutional activities. But already in 1957, 
the approach of Wilfried Fiedler, who travels the country, photographing whatever he is 
interested in with the set of expectations and limitations mentioned above, falls within the 
unthinkable for local amateurs.  
Moreover, despite the popularization of photography, a criterion remains that distin-
guishes Albanian photography (and even in Albania, various uses and users of photogra-
phy), and that is glaring in comparison with Wilfried Fiedlerʼs collection: this is colour.  
 
3. Colour – a determining criterion 
What is remarkable in Wilfried Fiedlerʼs collection is the emphasis placed on colour 
photography (389 images out of 635 in total) and its technical quality. The film used, 
Agfacolor, was not new: it had been available since 1936 and its production continued after 
World War II in East Germany until 1964. However, we must remember that in the late 
1950s the status and legitimacy of colour photography were not established in the field of 
photojournalism, nor of artistic photography.35 
Moreover, in 1957, colour photography was virtually unknown in Albania. In fact, 1957 
is cited as one of the first tests of colour negatives by Jani Ristani (1913–2005), who 
worked as a photographer at the Ministry of Construction. It is at the Youth Festival in 
Tirana in July36 and upon the visit to Albania of Vietnamese leader Ho Chi Minh in August 
that he made his first colour photographs, developed and printed by himself. He worked 
with samples of Agfa colour film provided by the German company upon the occasion of 
delivery of photographic material the Albimport, the import agency of the Albanian re-
gime.37 Tests were also conducted at the ATA and at the University in 1959.38 Tests of 
colour slides had occurred around 1954 or 1955, without substantial results. After 1960, 
some photographers were sent to China to learn a technique of colour photography that will 
hardly be applied afterwards.39  
It was not until 1967 that the magazine Ylli, the most prestigious of the illustrated maga-
zines, turned to colour photography under the leadership of its photographer, Petrit Kumi 
(born 1930), returning from a trip to China. Until then, the colour images published in the 
magazine were coloured black-and-white photographs. Other magazines followed after-
wards. The ATA experimented with a first colour lab in 1974 and its employees then used a 
manual for colour photography prepared the year before by the head of the photographic 
department, Ilo Vero Golloshi (1922–1991). But it was not until 1981 that a modern colour 
laboratory, imported from Italy at the initiative of Kostandin Leka (1932–2013) became 
operational.40  
                                       
35 BOULOUCH 2011: 117. 
36 See the photograph of girls dressed in traditional costume published in Gazeta Shqiptare, October 6, 
2013: 17. 
37 Interview with Katjusha Kumi, former assistant to Jani Ristani, Tirana, October 2013. 
38 LEKA 2013: 86–91. 
39 DURAND 2014. 
40 LEKA 2013: 255–271. 
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In the public service, it was not until the mid-1980s that the studio Skënderbeu in 
Tirana, one of the first in the country, offered colour photography to its customers. In 1957, 
private studios, such as the already mentioned Foto Studio Sporti, still offered quality 
colorization, but in the following decades the skills were lost. For many common people, 
colour photography became accessible only after the fall of the regime.  
Of course, some were privileged: the first colour photos of Enver Hoxha appear to date 
from 1958. These are not official photographs, but private images published only after his 
death in 1985.41 His bodyguard, who also acted as a personal photographer, was then 
developing his colour films in the Soviet Union. After the breakdown with Russia in 1961, 
Jani Ristani was called to make colour photography available to the dictator in the frame-
work of a „secret laboratory” dedicated to members of the Politburo.  
The long and tortuous history of the introduction of colour photography in communist 
Albania attests the challenge posed by mastering this technique, which is more modern than 
black-and-white photography and transmits more strongly the message of optimism and 
dynamism promoted by the ideology of the State.42  
 
4. Conclusion: Representing Modernity  
Wilfried Fiedlerʼs collection appears as paradoxical: it implements a modern technology, 
colour photography, to serve a representation of the least modern aspects of Albanian 
society of the time: traditional costumes, rural architecture, means of transportation. By 
contrast, Albanian photography of the time, restricted to black-and-white photography, 
emphasizes the representation of modernity: urbanization, industrialization, feminization of 
society, modern weapons... It does so easily by the repetition of certain motifs (combine 
harvester, factory chimney...) and composition (oblique lines, low angle shot), inherited 
from modernist trends of photography, most notably from the Soviet Union.43  
When colour is used, either by the colouring or by the use of colour film, its seems to 
have a specific function that can be summarized as follows: the sky is blue, the flags are 
red. Blue, the colour of happiness, and red, the colour of socialism, are the dominant 
shades. It is telling that even after the introduction of colour film, retouching continues to 
be effectuated regularly: figures are detached on a plain blue background and highlights of 
red mark the flags, pieces of clothing and slogans. Wilfried Fiedlerʼs photographs, which 
are not subject in the same way to political imperatives, are not familiar with this obsession 
of blue and red. The skies are not always blue, sometimes they are even threatening, and 
the patches of colour are more diverse.  
The difference is also reflected in the representation of „the people.ˮ In ethnographic 
photography of the time it is absent, only the objects are represented. Clothing can be 
photographed on models, but they are isolated, cut (probably also by cropping) of context. 
Later, they will be staged in the recreated scenes evoking traditional Albania. In press 
                                       
41 GRADECI 1986: 224. 
42 For a comparison with the photographic production in the GDR see STIFTUNG DEUTSCHES HISTORISCHES 
MUSEUM  (ed.) 2013. 
43 Soviet photographic magazines were still available to professional photographers after 1961. For the 
role of oblique lines and against Angle in soviet avant-garde photography of the Interwar period, see 
LEMAGNY and ROUILLÉ 1986: 127–129. 
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photography, the people is present, but as an organized group; it is staged: it moves for-
ward, it smiled, it admires and listens to the guide. Here on the contrary, we see images of 
amorphous crowds and casual gatherings. The staging does not forward the image of the 
socialist New Man. Sometimes the show seems to be more behind the camera than in front: 
the photographer seems to be at the heart of much attention as its subject. 
More than in colour, it is in this shift from the codes of official photography that lies the 
main interest of Wilfried Fiedlerʼs collection. In a way, one could almost say his pictures 
are subversive, as they emphasize aspects of the Albanian reality that socialist state ideol-
ogy would not see or reject in the past. A double-page published in the magazine New 
Albania in 1959 illustrates the contrasting status of certain photographic motifs. 
Entitled „Two dates, two times,ˮ it presents the years 1938 and 1959 as „two diametri-
cally opposite dates in the history of Albaniaˮ: on one side, the misery and injustice of the 
regime of Zog, on the other, the considerable efforts made by the „power of the peopleˮ for 
the economy, health and education. On the left and on the right sides of the double-page, 
images symbolize this contrast. For 1959, we see a hydroelectric dam, a factory, combine 
harvesters and the building of the University of Tirana. In 1938, we see young boys, bare-
foot and poorly dressed, peasant women dressed in black, a ploughman leading a coupling 
of buffalos, a thatched hut and a swamp, a symbol of the misuse of land. The absence of a 
legend shows that these photographs are not there to provide information, but to convey a 
message based on a pre-existing code. Yet, if we had to locate the photographs taken by 
Wilfried Fiedler between 1956 and 1959 in this opposition, it is unquestionably on the side 
of 1938, and not of 1959, that they would find their place. They show that poor and rural 
Albania does not belong to the past and that what propaganda rejects in the years before the 
World War II still exists twelve years after the communist takeover. 
At the same time, the approach of Wilfried Fiedler is not defeatist or pessimistic, as will 
be that of Western photographers picturing Albania after 1990 in black-and-white. The use 
of colour helps to embellish reality, as it will in propaganda photography ten years later, in 
the late 1960s.Wilfried Fiedler does not seek to expose the backwardness of Albanian 
society, but he is sensitive to the picturesque elements, in the etymological sense of the 
word, of rural Albania. His images are in this regard different from those that have survived 
in rural areas through family albums, and which are also less directly subject to the codes of 
propaganda photography. In these pictures, in 1957, we also see the rural poor and barefoot 
children, but the technical means used by local photographers limit the idealization of the 
models. In the history of post-war Albanian photography, idealization of rural and tradi-
tional Albania appears only later, in the 1970s.44 
Wilfried Fiedlerʼs collection thus contributes to bring about an Albania that will not sur-
vive the rupture of relations with the Soviet bloc in 1961, a traditional and rural Albania, 
but colourful. It is one of the possible gazes on Albania in 1957, a look undoubtedly 
marked by the personality of its author, but also by the relative position of the photographer 
and his referent in the Communist world at the time, and by the opportunities offered by a 
scientific expedition. In this meaning, notwithstanding its originality and invaluable interest 
for our knowledge of communist Albania in 1957, we have to be careful not to see Wilfried 
Fiedlerʼs collection as bringing an image of Albania closer to reality than the one proposed                                        
44 See for example DOJAKA, ZOJZI and QATIPI (eds.) 1976.  
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by local commissioned photography. Its sharp contrast with official photography does not 
mean that it reveals a kind of truth concealed by propaganda photography. Truly, the 
comparison we have just attempted attests that the codes of propaganda photography were 
already well established by 1957, with their focus on modernization and on the leading role 
of the Party. A large part of the local photographic production is the result of a process of 
selection and staging around a limited number of themes and motifs. Wilfried Fiedlerʼs 
photographs are however the result of other processes – including those related to scientific 
collaboration between Albania and East Germany – and as such are also submitted to cer-
tain codes. Beyond the generally assumed standardisation of photography in communist 
Albania, we should be aware of this plurality of codes and gazes, and look at the way they 
emerge and interfere. 
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